CHOICE
POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT
Choice Power Purchase Agreement

Our Choice PPA is designed for generators that want to maximise returns, retain flexibility when they generate and require some budget certainty when market conditions are adverse.
Choice Power Purchase Agreement

The main features of this contract are:

- Choice between fixed and indexed prices for the duration of your contract
- Volume tolerances based on your forecasts
- Contract duration from 1 month to 5 years
- Greater budget certainty than contracts linked completely to the wholesale market
- Ability to sell your ROCs and REGOs

Choice PPA
> 1,000 MWh per year
Choice Power Purchase Agreement

How does it work?
The Choice PPA recognises that your output can be variable and enables you to choose a price for your output in those periods when it is more predictable. Different levels of volume tolerance are available, and prices paid are linked to a published wholesale market index. The Choice PPA meets the needs of generators with variable output looking for an increased exposure to wholesale market prices. The features of this contract make it a hybrid option between our Certainty (fixed price) PPA and Clarity (index-linked) PPA; meaning you get the benefits of changeable wholesale prices with greater budget certainty. This contract enables you to maximise your output but retain flexibility in how and when to nominate your output. Volume tolerances are agreed upfront so that you are clear on your contractual obligations before you commit. This contract is suitable for generators producing greater than 1,000 MWh per year.

You can also sell your ROCs and REGOs within the Choice PPA.

Why choose this option?
Our Choice PPA suits generators looking to maximise their output and who are able to actively manage their contract throughout its duration. This contract gives you the possibility to increase your load factor under a volatile market.

Is the Choice PPA right for me?
Many generators look for certainty in output prices, but that does not guarantee the best price and you may lose some flexibility. Within the Choice PPA, you can choose what pricing mechanism to use, fixed or index linked. Volume tolerances may be applicable and price fixing will be subject to market liquidity.

As the Choice PPA is linked to the electricity wholesale market, your business is not guaranteed a price for your output; if budget certainty is important to you, consider our Certainty PPA as an alternative.
How do I get started?

We have a number of contract options for your business; if you think that our Choice PPA is right for you, get in touch with the Export Team to discuss how we can help. Call us on:

0845 525 0029

or email us at: export@edfenergy.com
e-factsheet - a better way of working

Why an e-factsheet? At EDF Energy we are committed to using the most sustainable working practices wherever possible and this includes when delivering communications to our customers.

E-factsheets significantly reduce the volume of printed material we need, reducing our carbon footprint.

Our customers appreciate e-factsheets because they offer timely delivery of easy to access information in an ideal format for the modern screen based working environment.

edfenergy.com/largebusiness

To view our fuel mix visit edfenergy.com